
Choosing a Topic or Subject

Part of the teacher’s role is to provide pupils with strategies for generating and selecting their own topics and ideas. ‘Children who are fed topics, 
story starters, lead sentences even opening paragraphs as a steady diet for three or four years, rightfully panic when topics have to come from 
them’ (Graves, 1983).  The following are a selection of strategies which can be used to help empower pupils to consider the choices that may be 
available.

Getting started by association (Harrison & Edmondson, 2013)

This is a simple method of quickly generating a list of potential topics. 

Start with one word. For example, ‘ice’. Write a list of ten words or 

phrases that you associate with ‘ice’. Now choose a word from the first 

list and write it at the top of a second column. For example, ‘polar 

bear’. Write a second list of words that associate with ‘polar bear’.  

Complete the steps to write a third column. This quick exercise gives 

you a list of 30 topics that you could write or talk about.

Class chart of shared experiences (Jamison, 2007) 

Children are eager to write and talk about themselves and what they 

know.  One way to support this process is by creating a living class 

chart of shared experiences that may be turned into writing pieces.  

Each time the class studies a new theme, goes on an outing, discusses 

an important issue, celebrates an event, we can list the items on a 

‘Things to write/talk about’ chart.  

Pre-writing discussion (Jamison, 2007)

Having emergent & early writers pre-tell what they are going to write 

about helps them rehearse their ideas and get them down on paper.  

Even among proficient writers, telling a story out loud can help 

organise thoughts. Pre-writing discussions can help a reluctant writer 

to get inspiration from another pupil.  Teachers can model this process 

for pupils; “I really like John’s idea to write about his holiday in Spain.  I 

went on holidays in France last year…maybe I could write about that.”

Drawing ideas from text

Teachers can model how to generate ideas from familiar texts: 

“Today, I want you to help me. When we read ‘Owl Moon’ it gave me a 

great idea! In this book, Jane shares a special experience she had. I 

want to explore a special experience of my own. I was six years old and 

it was the first time my family ever went to the beach. I thought about 

this a lot and what I wanted to include in my text. 
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